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Need help with your iPad Air? The Guide to the iPad Air organizes the wealth of knowledge about
the Fifth Generation iPad into one place, where it can be easily accessed and navigated for quick
reference. This guide comes with countless screenshots, which complement the step-by-step
instructions and help you to realize the iPadâ€™s full potential. The Guide to the iPad Air provides
useful information, such as tips and tricks, hidden features, and troubleshooting advice. You will
also learn how to download FREE eBooks and how to make video calls using FaceTime. This guide
discusses recent known issues and solutions that may be currently available. This information is
constantly revised for a complete, up-to-date manual. Help is here!
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Since I am a new Apple user, I found this unclear and not detailed enough. Tended to goggle
questions because it took me too long to find answers using the book index. Probably great for a
more accomplished Apple user.

I am still having to look up things- it has helped me in several ways. I am glad I ordered it- as the
only other one I found was on line.

This book answered a whole of questions on using the I pad. It's truly. Great for a first time user

I received an IPod Air for Christmas, and after using an antroid tablet for several years, I was at a

total lost about what was so great about my new IPod. Well, that was because I had no idea what it
would do! Once I started reading the book and learning...well, I have a totally different feeling. It is
so explanatory and clear that it answers all my questions. I still have a lot to learn but know it is well
within reach now! Thank you, Mr. Charles Hughes (whereever you are!)

It lacked some detail for a person just starting to use iPads. Otherwise it had good step by step
photos and instructions

The book was very informative and used it quite a bit to learn about my new ipad.I did find the index
very confusing - not easy to follow or find what I was looking for..

So glad I got this book ,it a wonderful buy It had all the information that I needed plus more and now
I can use my tablet..Will be doing more shopping in the near future. Thank You Emma Anderson

What can be said other than a bread pad. The only problem seems to be that Apple has fixed it so
only Apple chargers/cables work to charge the iPad now. Third party chargers WILL NOT WORK
ANYMORE. Shame on you Apple.
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